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Peace Babes. Tis the Eve before Lion's Gate. This energy is vibrating so strongly w/in me, I hardly 

know what to do with myself. How are you all doin? 

 

As a Being of uncondtional love, I am used to people takin advantage of me. Often. It started out as 

my family. Specifically my Mom. Patting me on the back for the unbelievable things I came here doin. 

Like guiding others, figuring things out, explaining my process. While observing me & my greatness 

& rolling eyes. Saying comments rooted in disbelief & self hate. Passed on as "tough love". 

 

I give good advice. I'm the perfect muse for any creator. Plus I'm funny and cute. People enjoy me. I 

enjoy that. 

 

In the process of people enjoying me, I feel sensations of jealousy. Which breaks my heart. It's as if 

someone observing me shine intimidates feels intimidated. And I am somehow forced to balance shit 

out by sacrificing myself. 

 

In the past, negative thoughts focused on lack, void of love, circulated w/in me. I never had 

boundaries until recently. I'd feel their lack based energy and empathize w/their position because 

that pain matched the pain I was hiding w/in myself. 

 

I'd see good for them while punishing myself. I kinda saw it as energetically trading places. Thinking 

maybe they are simply not used to a good feeling life. I felt guilty for the life I manifested. It was 

comforting to energetically trade places. Punish myself & announce myself as the victim. I had to 

abuse myself in place of them. So, I did. 

 

Because I'm so transparent & honest by nature, I'm the worse critic I know. In this time of intense 

healing, I've had to replay the ways I've talked to myself. How I've treated myself. I had to recall how 

my energy felt. Remember the limiting thoughts I forced on myself, as a consequence of choosing the 

truths I have embraced once upon a time. 

 

They say when you know better, you do better. This is definitely my truth right now. Becase I am 

healing, I have to face & heal some major abuses I have simply learned to toletate. As I make peace 

with all that is, I remain 100% honest & 100% connected to unconditional love. 



These days, I'm in the thicke of loving all of my life lessons into myself. No more blaming others. I planned all of this before I
was even in this body. My observation of what's real tells me my life has changed. I feel good 95% of the time these days.
Honestly, I'm grateful for that. 
 
Yes, I have numerous "cry" days. These are my major days of release. I give myself specific amounts of time to vent and
process wherever. I'm fair. However, I don't believe in crying over spilled milk. 
 
I usually vent to myself or my sacred heart specialist, Jackie because my focus is to heal. Jackie is sooo many things beyond
my spiritual doctor. Which suddenly creates this journey to be enjoyable. 
 
These days, I truly feel like I'm walking with my eyes closed. My instincts are sharp like a cat. Yet, I am as attached to peace
as a new born baby. I am in a position to offer guidance those that seek it. I often times feel like those closest to me often
those closest to me cheat. Lemme explain... 
 
I used to say something about everything I noticed. That didn't get me very far. I came across as the "know-it-all/knit picker"
type. Which didn't feel good to them. Nor me. So now, I focus on myself & keep my observations private. When people heal,
they begin to observe. At which point, they will specifically ask for what they want. I have the option of obliging whatever, or
denying it. Which feels amazing. 
 
Setting boundaries is dope af! I literally love myself more than anyone else ever could. Yet, I love everyone without condition.
Which I am proud of. If any of you are on the journey of making peace with yourselves, be easy. Love over all else. Begin with
yourself then work ur way outward. 
 
This whole healing journey is strong in psychology. Sometimes, you will feel majorly brain fuq'd. That's ok. Maintain your che.
Pay attention, take notes (via posts/bligs/vlogs, ect) and remain connected to love. Starting with yourself.  
 
Life is love. Love is life. Life should feel good. So should love. If it doesn't, we are the ones who must observe honestly, make
peace & do the necessary work to heal so life can feel good. 
 
Lion's gate is hella strong energy. Enjoy this YouTube vid that'll tell you alll about it: 
http://bit.ly/2OmhqEL 
 
Here's our Angel Message:  
http://bit.ly/2Kzs4FG 
 
Are you enjoying the content on our page? Beautiful. Feel free to donate. My Tribe and I thank you in advance 😇���😘😘 
 
PayPal: paypal.me/TwerkNToneInc 
 


